In this paper, we investigate the well-posedness of an initialboundary value problem for the equations of multidimensional radiation hydrodynamics which are a hyperbolic-Boltzmann coupled system. We obtain the local existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions to this problem by using the energy method.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the local well-posedness of smooth solutions to the initial-boundary value problem for the equations arising from radiation hydrodynamics.
The radiation hydrodynamics (cf. [12, 13] ) is concerned with the propagation of thermal radiation through a fluid, and the effect of this radiation on the hydrodynamics describing the fluid motion. The importance of thermal radiation in physical problems increases as the temperature is raised, because the radiation energy density varies as the fourth power of the temperature. At moderate temperatures (say, thousands of degrees Kelvin), the role of the radiation is transporting energy by radiative processes. At higher temperatures (say, millions of degrees Kelvin), the energy and momentum densities of the radiation field may become dominate the corresponding fluid quantities. In this case, the radiation field significantly affects the dynamics of the fluid. Therefore, at higher temperature condition, one must consider the functions of radiation when we steady the motion of fluid. The theory of radiation hydrodynamics owns a wide range of application, including in astrophysical, laser fusion, supernove explosions. The mathematical equations governing the radiation hydrodynamics are the Euler equations of compressible fluids coupled with the Boltzmann equation of particle transport. It is very important to understand the solutions of the Euler-Boltzmann equations in order to obtain insights into the radiation hydrodynamics and related physical phenomena as well as applications. However, solving the Euler-Boltzmann equations is challenging because of the complexity and mathematical difficulty.
We use I(t, x, ν, Ω) to denote the specific intensity of radiation (at time t) at spatial point x ∈ R 3 , with frequency ν > 0 in a direction Ω ∈ S 2 , where S 2 is the unit ball in R 3 , then the system of partial differential equations of three-dimensional radiation hydrodynamics (cf. [12, 13] where c is the light speed, S(ν) = S(t, x, ν, Ω) is the rate of energy emission due to spontaneous processes, and σ a (ν) = σ a (t, x, ν, Ω, ρ, θ) is the absorption coefficient. Similar to absorption, a photon can undergo scattering interactions with matter, and the scattering interactions change the photon's characteristics ν and Ω to a new set of characteristics ν and Ω, which leads to the definition of the
is the pressure, E r , F r and P r represent the radiative energy density, radiative flux and the radiative pressure respectively defined by
In this paper we consider only polytropic ideal gases, namely,
with c ν > 0 being the heat conductivity, R = c ν (γ − 1), and γ > 1 being the specific heat ratio.
Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) are a hyperbolic-Boltzmann coupled system in which (1.2) describe the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. Aside from the radiation terms, these are just the classical equations of hydrodynamics for a compressible ideal fluid. We refer to [12, 13] for more details on radiation hydrodynamics.
The existence of smooth solutions for the compressible Euler equation and some related applications have been established, see [2, 9, 10, 14, 18] . Due its complexity, there are few mathematical results on the radiation hydrodynamical system (1.1)-(1.4). For the studies of general radiation hydrodynamical system (1.1)-(1.4) and some simplified systems of radiation hydrodynamic models, see [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [15] [16] [17] . In this paper, we study the initial-boundary value problem of (1.1)-(1.4) and establish the existence of local smooth solutions. To obtain this result we need to overcome the complicated structure of the system, which requires some new ideas and new ingredients in the proof.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2.1, we formulate the initialboundary problem of the multidimensional radiation hydrodynamic equations. In Section 2.2, we discuss the compatibility conditions of this initial-boundary problem, and state the main result. The corresponding linearized problem is studied in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we prove the main result of this paper.
Formulations of problems and main results

Formation of problems
Let us consider the equation of transfer,
where σ (ν) is the total interaction coefficient, i.e., σ (ν) = σ a + σ s , with 
where 
for j = 1, 2, 3, and
Then, we symmetrize (2.2) by multiplying it with the symmetrizer A 0 (V ) given by
Therefore, (2.2) can be represented by the quasilinear symmetric system
where
is symmetric, and
For j = 1, 2, 3
In this paper, we consider non-characteristic boundary case, assume that det 
In this paper, we assume that boundary condition [3, 8] . For maximal dissipative boundary condition, we have the following proposition: 
The proof of the proposition can be found in many references, e.g. [11] . So the problem we consider in this paper can be written as follows
(2.6)
Compatibility conditions and main result
Let us study compatibility conditions for the problem (2.6).
Since the boundary conditions (2.4) must be valid at x 1 = t = 0, the zero-th order compatibility conditions for the problem (2.6) is
Differentiating the boundary conditions (2.4) with respect to t, and evaluating the result at x 1 = t = 0, we obtain
On the other hand, from the equation and initial data (2.5) we have (2.9) where
into (2.8), it follows the first order compatibility conditions for the problem (2.6) 10) where
The higher order compatibility conditions can be deduced by the same way. The j-th ( j < s) order compatibility conditions for (2.6) are (2.11) where
We also use the notation |||u(t)
. The main assumption of this paper is the following one:
(MA) Given the initial and boundary data
satisfying the compatibility conditions up to the order s − 1, and
Then we give three important assumptions as follows:
Now, we can state the main result of this section as follows. 
Energy estimates of linearized problems
In this section, we consider the corresponding linearized problem of (2.6) and give some useful energy estimate. The linearized problem is written as follows:
is the smooth function of (t, x), l = l(t, x, ν, Ω), and we assume
) are solutions of (3.1), then the following inequality holds: 
From (A2), (A3) we get
Thus, from (3.5), it follows that
Applying Gronwall's inequality to the above inequality we obtain (3.3). Then, we will verify that (3.4) holds. Taking the dot product between the second equation of (3.1)
and V (t, x), integrating over R 3 + and using Proposition 2.
. (3.6) Applying Gronwall's inequality, we get
To study (3.7), we must estimate
From (A2), (A3), we get
In the same manner, we can get
. Therefore, we have 
) is a solution of (3.1), then it holds:
S(ν)
2 s dΩ dt
To prove (3.9), we first get two inequalities from [11] . 
From Proposition 3.1 and (A2), (A3) we get
Applying Gronwall's inequality, we get 
According to Proposition 3.2 and (A2), (A3), we obtain
Applying Gronwall's inequality and (3.11), we get
(3.12)
Similarly, for 2 j s, we get
According to (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain (3.9). 2
is a solution of (3.1), then the following inequality holds:
14)
where B(max 0 t T |||h||| s ) is a smooth function with respect to its argument.
Proof. First, we introduce the tangential norm
Multiplying the second equation of (3.1) by A
, and multiplying the resulting equation by A 0 (h), we deduce that (3.15) where (3.18) It remains to estimate the normal derivatives of V by its tangential derivatives. Using the fact (3.19) where |β 1 | + |β 2 | s. Together (3.18) with (3.19) we obtain (3.14). 2
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Proof of main result
In this section, we will give the proof of Theorem 2.1. We construct an approximate solution sequence to (2.6) through the following iteration scheme.
First, the zero-th approximate solutions (I 0 , V 0 ) are determined by solving the problems:
and
We can easily to testify the initial and boundary conditions in (4.1) satisfying the compatibility conditions up to s − 1 order. Meanwhile, under the assumption ∂ j 
.
Then, there are positive constants K > 1 and T 0 ∈ (0, T ], such that when T 
Therefore, for any fixed K > 1, there is a T 0 > 0, such that for any T T 0 , we have
Proof. To prove this result, we consider the following problem for I
Applying the energy estimate (3.9), (3.14) and Lemma 4.1 in the above problem, it follows: Then, by using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we can obtain the local existence of (2.6). Finally, we prove uniqueness. 
